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This colourful cocktail of citrus fruits overflows with
freshness at first sight. The initially vigorous and very
strong taste of fresh citruses changes gradually and
reveals artfully hidden sweet tones. Distinct ingredients mingle excellently and the result is a balanced
silken taste emphasized with a mint aroma.
The cocktail retains its intensive full taste and will not
release you from the grip of the citrus gang before
the last puff.
OUR TIP: We recommend you to try also the
alcohol version of this cocktail with a top-quality
Caribbean rum (or Bacardi). Rum makes the
resulting taste round beautifully and adds juiciness
to smoke.

Tobacco mixture:
Lemon, Orange, Mint

price:

400

+100 for alcohol version
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CITRUS
GANG
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KIWI
GOLF
The intensive and distinctive flavour of kiwi will
deluge your taste buds and fill you with a feeling
of bliss. The complete flavour of this tobacco mix
boosted with plum is topped up gorgeously with
slices of fresh kiwi and carambola. Besides, this
cocktail is spiced with cinnamon and star anise
which opens further flavour dimensions. Kiwi Golf
will take you to a juicy green where everyone wins
who enjoys it properly.
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Tobacco mixture:
Kiwi, Plum

price:

400
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MILKY
WAY
The fascinating and very original flavour of this
cocktail will dig into your memory forever. The
exquisite combination of tropical fruits is
enhanced by fresh coconut and roasted coffee.
The typical scent of the Arabica coffee mix
permeates the whole cocktail, gaining the
intensity gradually and adding it an unrepeatable
creamy flavour. Rich and thick smoke clouds will
take you up to an unforgettable Milky Way ride.
OUR TIP: We recommend you to try also the
alcohol version of this cocktail with Malibu. The
resulting taste will be more intensive and round.
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Tobacco mixture:
Guava, Coconut, Banana

price:

400

+100 for alcohol version
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LILY
BREZEE
Lily Breeze is a fresh, sweet and very pleasant
cocktail with a touch of citrus fruits and a pinch of
mint. The heady flavour of guava is light, yet very
intensive. It is suitably topped up with lemon and
mint which, together with fresh lime slices, make up
a unique exotic mix whose extraordinary and rich
flavour unfolds slowly during smoking. The noble lily
inside the pipe turns smoking into an extraordinary
experience.
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Tobacco mixture:
Guava, Lemon, Mint

price:

400

The Mango Boy cocktail mingles tastes of peach
and mango and thus originates a very natural and
pure fruit taste. The sweet and very heavy smoke
has a creamy consistency and leaves a sense
of soft velvet touch on your palate. The rich taste
of fruits is enhanced with sweet tones of fresh
strawberries and Canary melon which completes
the overall perception. The intensive and full body of
the cocktail guarantees a complex experience in all
aspects throughout the whole smoking.
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MANGO
BOY
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Tobacco mixture:
Mango, Peach

price:

400
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MEDUSE
BEACH
This superbly balanced and very refreshing Meduse
Beach cocktail offers a delicate and harmonious
flavour. Watermelon unites with lemon and coconut naturally and together they make up a unique
flavour fusion. The finely sweet and complex flavour
of this tobacco mix is bolstered with a fresh lime,
watermelon and pineapple and remains dense
throughout smoking. You will not be ready to quit
this dancing and relaxed party on the whitish sand
of Meduse Beach.
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Tobacco mixture:
Watermelon, Coconut, Lemon

price:

400

300

Tobacco mixture: Grape, Kiwi, Mint

PASSION
FRESH

300
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SYMPHONY
GREEN

+100 for alcohol version

Tobacco mixture: Mint, Watermelon, Lemon
Our tip: try this mix with shot of Bacardi

SIESTA
DREAM

300

Tobacco mixture: Mango, Plum

For the availability of other single flavors please ask the serving crew.
Prices are in thousands of Rupiah. Prices are subject to 10% Government Tax and 7% service charge.
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